Great Legend B04

Set 4
№
BT4-004

Budmon
When this card is a digivolution card of a Digimon with
<Digi-Burst> that activates at [On Play] or [When
Digivolving] timings, is this card's inherited effect not
applied outside of those timings?
When this card is a digivolution card of a Digimon with <DigiBurst> that requires a certain number of digivolution cards to
activate, is this card's inherited effect not activated unless the
Digimon can activate <Digi-Burst>?

BT4-006

BT4-008

BT4-011

This card's inherited effect is applied even if the Digimon
doesn't have enough digivolutions to activate <Digi-Burst>.

Xiaomon
I have 9 cards in my trash and a Digimon with this card as a No. You lose this card's inherited effect when it is placed in
digivolution card is deleted in battle. The deleted cards,
the trash, so it can't activate.
including this one, are sent to my trash, and now I have
over 10 cards in my trash. Does this card's <Retaliation>
activate?
I have 10 or more cards in my trash and a Digimon with this card No, if you don't have 10 or more cards when activating the
as a digivolution card is deleted in battle. Before this card's effect <Retaliation> effect granted by this card's inherited effect, this
has a chance to activate, another effect activates and reduces the card's inherited effect doesn't apply.
number of cards in my trash to 9 or less. Does this card's
<Retaliation> activate?

Agumon

If this card is a digivolution card and is trashed by <Digi-Burst>,
when does this card return to hand: before or after <Digi-Burst>
activates?
BT4-009

This card's inherited effect is applied even during times
where the Digimon can't activate <Digi-Burst>.

Flamemon
This card's effect reveals a Digimon card with [Hybrid] and
a red Tamer card from my deck.
Can I add both cards to my hand?
Agunimon
If this card has a tamer card as a digivolution card, does the
[Security] effect of that tamer card become an inherited
effect?
Can this card digivolve on top of a Level 3 Digimon that
meets its requirements instead of a tamer card?
If I use this card's effect to make a tamer card into a
digivolution card, is that card affected by effects that say
"trash digivolution cards"?
If I digivolve this card on top of a tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?
Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a tamer
card?
Can I attack the turn I played a tamer card if I then digivolve
this card on top of it?
If I've digivolved this card on top of a tamer card and the
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the tamer card?

After <Digi-Burst> activates.

Yes, you can.
NEW
No, it doesn't.

Yes, it can.
Yes, it is. However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a tamer
card, it can't be targeted by that effect.
Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.
Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as playing, so you can
attack that turn.
No. Since it's the first turn the tamer was played, the
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
It is trashed.

BT4-013

BurningGreymon
If this card has a tamer card as a digivolution card, does the
[Security] effect of that tamer card become an inherited
effect?
Can this card digivolve on top of a Level 3 Digimon that
meets its requirements instead of a tamer card?
If I use this card's effect to make a tamer card into a
digivolution card, is that card affected by effects that say
"trash digivolution cards"?
If I digivolve this card on top of a tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?
Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a tamer
card?
Can I attack the turn I played a tamer card if I then digivolve
this card on top of it?
If I've digivolved this card on top of a tamer card and the
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the tamer card?

BT4-016

BT4-017

Is this card treated as a Greymon card?
Aldamon
Does this card get +8000 DP if it has a Digimon card with
[Hybrid] in its form and a red tamer as digivolution cards?

BT4-021

BT4-023

Yes, it can.
Yes, it is. However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a tamer
card, it can't be targeted by that effect.
Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.
Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as playing, so you can
attack that turn.
No. Since it's the first turn the tamer was played, the
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
It is trashed.

No. This card isn't treated as a Greymon card.
No. Even if it has both of those cards as digivolution cards,
it only gets +4000 DP.

RizeGreymon
If this card is in my hand, deck, or trash and another copy is No. When a card is in any area other than your battle area,
revealed in a security check, is this Digimon treated as a
[Your Turn] effects do not apply. So this card is not treated
yellow card?
as a yellow card and is treated only as a red card.
When this card is in the breeding area, can I digivolve a
Digimon on top of it that requires a yellow Digimon?

BT4-020

No, it doesn't.

ShineGreymon
If 2 of my red and/or yellow tamers are suspended at the
same time, does this Digimon gain <Security Attack +2>?

No. [Your Turn] effects do not apply in the breeding area,
so this card is not treated as a yellow card and is treated
only as a red card.
No. Even if multiple of your red and/or yellow tamers are
suspended at the same time, there is still only one instance
of cards being suspended, so this card only gains <Security
Attack +1>.

If 2 of my red and/or yellow tamers are suspended at
different timings, does this Digimon gain <Security Attack
+2>?
Gaomon

Yes. If your red and/or yellow tamers are suspended at 2 different
timings, this card would gain <Security Attack +1> twice, allowing
you to check two extra cards.

If this card is a digivolution card and is trashed by <Digi-Burst>,
when does this card return to hand: before or after <Digi-Burst>
activates?

After <Digi-Burst> activates.

Strabimon
Am I unable to add cards to my hand with this card's effect As long as one or the other is in the cards you revealed, you
if a Digimon card with [Hybrid] and a blue tamer aren't
can add it to your hand.
both in the cards I've revealed?
This card's effect reveals a Digimon card with [Hybrid] and Yes, you can.
a blue Tamer card my deck.
Can I add both cards to my hand?
NEW

BT4-025

Lobomon
If this card has a tamer card as a digivolution card, does the
[Security] effect of that tamer card become an inherited
effect?
Can this card digivolve on top of a Level 3 Digimon that
meets its requirements instead of a tamer card?
If I use this card's effect to make a tamer card into a
digivolution card, is that card affected by effects that say
"trash digivolution cards"?
If I digivolve this card on top of a tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?
Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a tamer
card?
Can I attack the turn I played a tamer card if I then digivolve
this card on top of it?
If I've digivolved this card on top of a tamer card and the
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the tamer card?

BT4-027

KendoGarurumon
If this card has a tamer card as a digivolution card, does the
[Security] effect of that tamer card become an inherited
effect?
Can this card digivolve on top of a Level 3 Digimon that
meets its requirements instead of a tamer card?
If I use this card's effect to make a tamer card into a
digivolution card, is that card affected by effects that say
"trash digivolution cards"?
If I digivolve this card on top of a tamer card, do I still get
the digivolution bonus?
Can I attack the turn I digivolve this card on top of a tamer
card?
Can I attack the turn I played a tamer card if I then digivolve
this card on top of it?
If I've digivolved this card on top of a tamer card and the
Digimon is deleted, what happens to the tamer card?

BT4-030

Is this card treated as a Garurumon card?
Beowolfmon
What does this card's "this card can't be attacked"
[Opponent's Turn] skill mean?
What happens if this card activates <Blocker> in response
to the attack of one of my opponent's Digimon?

BT4-032

BT4-034

BT4-035

MachGaogamon
Does this card's inherited effect work with any color of
tamer?
Regalecusmon
When this Digimon attacked, my opponent didn't have any
Digimon with digivolution cards, and I wasn't able to use
the [When Attacking] effect to trash digivolution cards. Do I
still get to trigger <Draw 1> and gain 1 memory?

No, it doesn't.

Yes, it can.
Yes, it is. However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a tamer
card, it can't be targeted by that effect.
Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.
Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as playing, so you can
attack that turn.
No. Since it's the first turn the tamer was played, the
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
It is trashed.

No, it doesn't.

Yes, it can.
Yes, it is. However, if the effect specifies Digimon cards,
Digi-Egg cards, or any other type of card that isn't a tamer
card, it can't be targeted by that effect.
Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve using a tamer card, make
sure to draw 1 card as the digivolution bonus.
Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as playing, so you can
attack that turn.
No. Since it's the first turn the tamer was played, the
limitation for attacking on the first turn a card is played still
applies.
It is trashed.

No. This card isn't treated as a Garurumon card.
It means that as long as you meet the conditions for the
skill, the card can't be targeted by your opponent's
Digimon for attacks.
This card's effect only prevents your opponent's Digimon
from attacking you, so <Blocker> will work as normal.

Yes. Since there's no color specified in the effect, it will
work with any color tamer.
No. If you didn't trash any digivolution cards with the
[When Attacking] effect, you don't get to trigger <Draw 1>
or gain 1 memory.

MirageGaogamon
When I digivolved into this card, my opponent had 3 or less No, you don't.
cards in their hand. Do I still gain memory from the [When
Digivolving] effect?
If you have a Digimon with this inherited effect, your opponent's
What exactly does "this Digimon is unblockable" mean?
Digimon can't activate <Blocker> against its attacks.

Does "this Digimon is unblockable" mean this Digimon can't No. Attacking suspended Digimon isn't blocking, so you can
attack my opponent's suspended Digimon?
attack them.

BT4-037

BT4-047

BT4-048

Kudamon
If I have no cards left in my security stack, can I use this
card's [On Play] effect to decrease the DP of 1 of my
opponent's Digimon by 2000?
Rasielmon
Does this card's [At End of Opponent's Turn] effect mean
that if I have no cards left in my security stack, at the end of
my opponent's turn I lose the game?

No. You don't have any security cards to trash, so you can't
activate this effect.

No. The effect only trashes cards from your security stack
and isn't the same as you taking an attack. If you have no
cards left in your security stack at the end of your
opponent's turn, you continue the game as normal.

Do the [Security] effects on cards trashed by this card's [At No, they don't.
End of Opponent's Turn] effect activate?
If I have multiple copies of this Digimon in my Battle Area, Yes, you do.
do I trash multiple security cards at the end of my
opponent's turn?
WarGreymon
Do I always have to activate this card's effect when I attack? No, you can choose not to.
Can I activate this card's [When Attacking] effect if I have no cards
left in my security stack?
I attack with this Digimon, then activate its [When Attacking]
effect to unsuspend it and give 1 of my opponent's Digimon -6000
DP. If I attack again on the same turn, can I give 1 of my
opponent's Digimon an additional -6000 DP?

BT4-052

BT4-059

BT4-060

BT4-062

BT4-064

Orochimon
Can I use this card's effect on [Orochimon] itself?
Lilamon
Can this card's inherited effect be activated no matter what
color my Tamer is?
Lotosmon
Can I use this card's effect to suspend one my own
Digimon?
Can I use this card's effect to suspend a level 4 Digimon
when it Digivolves?
Can I use this card's effect to suspend a level 4 or lower
Digimon when it moves from the breeding area to the
battle area?
Nidhoggmon
Can I use this card's effect to return Digimon that were
already suspended to their owners' decks?
Sunarizamon
If this card is a digivolution card and is trashed by <Digi-Burst>,
when does this card return to hand: before or after <Digi-Burst>
activates?

BT4-066
BT4-071

After <Digi-Burst> activates.

Sunflowmon
Can this card's effect be activated against my opponent's
unsuspended Digimon?

BT4-058

No. The effect has [Once Per Turn], so it doesn't activate on
any attacks past the first one.

Lalamon
If this card is a digivolution card and is trashed by <Digi-Burst>,
when does this card return to hand: before or after <Digi-Burst>
activates?

BT4-054

No. If you can't add cards from your security stack to your hand,
you can't activate the effect.

Golemon
Does this card apply to [Golemon] itself?
Tankdramon
I have 2 copies of this Digimon in my battle area, and both
are deleted at the same time by an opponent's skill. Do
both copies activate their [On Deletion] skills?

No. The effect targets "1 of your opponent's suspended
Digimon," so you can't target unsuspended Digimon.
Yes, you can.
Yes, since there's no color specified.

Yes, as long as it's a level 4 or lower Digimon, you can
suspend it -- including your own Digimon.
No, digivolving doesn't count as the card being played, so
you can't suspend it.
No. Moving from the breeding area doesn't count as the
card being played, so you can't suspend it.

Yes, you can.

After <Digi-Burst> activates.

Yes, it does.
No. The effects for both copies are triggered, but since the
cards themselves have been deleted and sent to the trash,
they're no longer in the battle area, which means their
effects can't be activated.
NEW

BT4-072
BT4-075

Gogmamon
Can I use this card's effect on [Gogmamon] itself?
Blastmon
What exactly does this card's [When Attacking] effect do?

When attacking with this card, am I required to announce
the target of attack?

Can I use this card's [When Attacking] effect to attack my
opponent's unsuspended Digimon?

Yes, you can.
When this Digimon attacks, no matter what its target is,
this effect allows your opponent to choose any of their
unsuspended Digimon. If they do, this Digimon is forced to
attack it instead.
Yes, you are.
You can't announce that you're attacking an opponent's
unsuspended Digimon, but your opponent can force this
Digimon to attack one of their unsuspended Digimon if
they choose to.

Your opponent attacks with [Blastmon]. If you have an
No, the player who is currently being attacked gets to decide
unsuspended Digimon in play, are you forced to switch the target whether or not to switch the target. If they choose not to, the
of attack to it?
attack proceeds as it was originally declared.
BT4-077

Ghostmon
If this card is a digivolution card and is trashed by <Digi-Burst>,
when does this card return to hand: before or after <Digi-Burst>
activates?

BT4-078

BT4-084

BT4-086

Soundbirdmon
Can I use this card's effect to trash 2 Option cards in my
hand to gain 2 memory?
NeoDevimon
If my opponent uses the effect on a card like [BT2-041
ShineGreymon] to suspend 2 or more of their Tamers, does
this card's inherited effect allow me to gain a memory for
each Tamer suspended?
Cerberusmon: Werewolf Mode

After <Digi-Burst> activates.

No, you can only trash 1 Option card per attack, so you can
only gain 1 memory.
No. Even if your opponent suspends multiple Tamers
simultaneously, this card's inherited effect treats all of it as
a single timing instance, so you only gain 1 memory.

No, this card's [On Play] effect can delete [Cerebusmon],
which is a different card from [Cerberusmon: Werewolf
Can I use this card's [On Play] effect to delete this card itself Mode]. As such, you can't use it to delete this card itself.
to gain 9 memory?
Can I use this card's [On Play] effect to delete one of my
No, this card's [On Play] effect can delete [Cerebusmon],
other [Cerberusmon: Werewolf Mode] cards to gain 9
which is a different card from [Cerberusmon: Werewolf
memory?
Mode]. As such, you can't use it to delete this card itself.
BT4-087

Anubismon
Do Digimon played from the trash with this card's [When
Digivolving] effect also gain <Rush> from this card's [Your
Turn] effect?
If I use this card's effect to play a Digimon from the trash,
then digivolve that Digimon during the same turn, does
that Digimon gain <Rush>?

Yes, they do.

Yes, it does. Digimon that gain <Rush> from this card's
effect keep it after Digivolving, and can attack the turn they
come into play.

BT4-088

DanDevimon
You use this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect to trash a card
in your opponent's security stack. Does that card's
[Security] effect activate?
Which player chooses the cards to trash from your
opponent's hand with this card's [On Deletion] effect?
While this Digimon is in my battle area, my opponent's
Digimon checks my security stack and flips over [BT1-107
Holy Wave]. Its [Security] effect activates, adding a card to
my security stack. I ended up with the same number of
cards in my security stack, but does this card's [Opponent's
Turn] effect still activate?
I have 2 copies of this Digimon in my battle area when an
opponent's Digimon does a security check, removing a card
from my security stack. Do the [Opponent's Turn] effects
on both copies activate, trashing 2 of my opponent's
security cards?
If my opponent uses a card like [BT2-020 Gallantmon] to trash a
card in my security directly, can I activate this card's effect?

BT4-090

Chaosmon
I pay memory to digivolve into this Digimon. Can I use this
card's [When Digivolving] effect to attack even though my
memory gauge is now at 1 or greater on my opponent's
side?
I play a Digimon, then digivolve into this card on the same
turn. Can I attack with it?
If I have other effects that activate on digivolution, can I attack
before activating those effects after digivolving into this card?

BT4-091

No, it doesn't.

Your opponent chooses the 2 cards to trash from their
hand.
Yes, a card was removed from your security stack, so it
activates.

Yes, they both activate, trashing 2 of your opponent's
security cards.

Yes, you can.

Yes, you can. It doesn't become your opponent's turn until
the attack ends or you declare that you're not making an
attack.
No, this effect doesn't ignore the ironclad rule that Digimon
can't attack the turn they came into play, so you can't
attack.
No. You can activate this card's [When Digivolving] effect first and
announce your attack, but you must activate all other effects
before making the attack itself.

Can I attack my opponent's unsuspended Digimon with this No, you can't.
card when not attacking through its [When Digivolving]
effect?
Chaosmon: Valdur Arm
Can I activate this card's [When Digivolving] skill against the same Yes, you can.
Digimon twice in a row?
Can I activate this card's [When Digivolving] skill once, take a
No, you can't.
different action, then activate it a second time?

BT4-094

BT4-095

Tai Kamiya
Does this card's effect grant +1000 DP no matter what color Yes, there's no color specified, so the +1000 DP is granted
my Digimon are?
no matter what color your Digimon are.
Yoshino Fujieda
Can I only activate this card's [Your Turn] effect when digivolving
into a Digimon with [When Digivolving] <Digi-Burst>?

No, you can activate it when digivolving into any Digimon with
<Digi-Burst>.

BT4-097

Kari Kamiya
When my opponent's Digimon attacks and checks my security, I
activate this card's effect to gain 1 memory, moving the memory
counter to 1 on my side. Does the attack end, even if my
opponent's Digimon has checks remaining from <Security Attack
+1>?

No, as long as there are attacks and effects that have triggered
but haven't finished resolving yet, the attack continues regardless
of the memory gauge's current position.

Yes, because a card was removed from your security stack.
While this Tamer is in my battle area, my opponent's
Digimon checks my security stack and flips over [BT1-107
Holy Wave]. Its [Security] effect activates, adding a card to
my security stack. The number of cards in my security stack
remained the same, but can I still suspend this card to gain
1 memory?
Yes, because a card was removed from your security stack.
While this Tamer is in my battle area, I use [BT1-087 Matt
Ishida]'s effect to add a yellow card from my security stack
to my hand, triggering <Recovery +1 (Deck)> and adding a
card to my security stack. The number of cards in my
security stack remained the same, but can I still suspend
this card to gain 1 memory?
If my opponent uses a card like [BT2-020 Gallantmon] to trash a Yes, you can.
card in my security directly, can I activate this card's effect?
If I activate an effect like [BT4-104 Blinding Ray] to remove cards
from my own security stack, can I activate this card's effect?
BT4-098

BT4-100

Atomic Inferno
I use this card on one of my Digimon, which I use to attack
an opponent's Digimon. Does this count as the Digimon
being blocked? Do I gain 3 memory?
I activate this card's [Security] effect. I move a Digimon
from my breeding area to the battle area, then play a
Digimon from my hand. Do these Digimon get <Security
Attack +1> from this card's effect?
Trident Revolver
Can I use this card when my opponent doesn't have a
Digimon with 6000 DP or less in play to play a Tamer card
with a play cost of 4 or less from my hand without paying
its memory cost?

Yes, you can.

No, your opponent has to use <Blocker> to block the attack
in order for you to gain 3 memory.
Yes. The effect applies to all of your Digimon, including
those that enter the Battle Area after the start of your turn.

Yes, you can.

BT4-101

I'll Drag You Into the Depths!
I use this card to grant my Digimon this card's effect. I then No, it's deleted by this card's effect, not by battle.
As such, effects that read, "deletes an opponent's Digimon and
use one of my Digimon to attack an opponent's Digimon
survives,"
and effects like <Retaliation> don't activate.
with no digivolution cards. Does my opponent's Digimon
get deleted in battle?
My opponent uses this card during their turn, then attacks one of No. This card's effect deletes your Digimon before you can
my Digimon with no digivolution cards. Can I activate <Blocker>
announce blockers.
on one of my other Digimon to prevent that Digimon from being
deleted?
My opponent uses this card during their turn, then attacks one of Yes, you can.
my Digimon with no digivolution cards. Can I activate <Blocker>
on one of my other Digimon to force it to attack that Digimon?
My opponent uses this card during their turn, then attacks one of No, the effect granted by this card will have already resolved
my Digimon with no digivolution cards. If I activate <Blocker> on before you activate <Blocker>. Even if you activate <Blocker> to
one of my other Digimon, will it be deleted by this card's effect? force the target of attack to change, the blocking Digimon won't
be deleted, and the battle will occur normally.

No, you can delete your opponent's Digimon with this
One of my Digimon has been granted the effect from this card's effect before the battle begins. The attacking
card. If I use it to attack an opponent's Digimon with higher Digimon is not deleted.
DP, is my Digimon deleted after losing the battle?
No, a Digimon with <Piercing> has to attack and delete an
I use this card, then attack an opponent's Digimon with no opponent's Digimon and survive the battle, but this card's
effect deletes the opposing Digimon before the battle
digivolution cards using a Digimon with <Piercing>. Does
begins. As such, <Piercing> does not apply.
<Piercing> take effect?
No, Dimension Scissor requires the Digimon to attack and
delete an opponent's Digimon and survive the battle. This
I use [BT-112 Dimension Scissor], which allows 1 of my
Digimon to unsuspend every time it deletes an opponent's card's effect deletes the opposing Digimon before the
battle begins, so the effect doesn't apply.
Digimon. If I then use this card and attack an opponent's
Digimon with no digivolution cards, can I unsuspend my
Digimon using Dimension Scissor's effect after deleting the
opponent's Digimon using this card's effect?

BT4-103

BT4-104

The opposing Digimon isn't deleted by the effect granted by this
card.
If the opponent's Digimon has 1 or more digivolution cards at the
I use this card, then attack an opponent's Digimon with 1
time you declare the attack, it can't be targeted by the effect
digivolution card. If I use a [When Attacking] effect to trash
granted by this card, even if it loses all of its digivolution cards
the opposing Digimon's digivolution card, what happens? later.

Full Moon Blaster
My opponent has 7 cards in hand. I use this card to return No, this card's effect already returned the Digimon to their
hand. The effect doesn't activate again, and the Digimon
their Digimon to their hand, resulting in them having 8
cards in hand. Does my opponent place that Digimon at the you chose remains in your opponent's hand.
bottom of their deck?
Blinding Ray
Yes. This card doesn't read "Trash the top card of your security

BT4-105

BT4-108

If I use this card when my security stack is empty, do I gain stack to gain 2 memory," so you gain 2 memory even if your
2 memory?
security stack is empty.
Tactical Retreat!
I use this card's effect to place a Digimon on top of my
It wasn't deleted, so [On Deletion] effects don't activate.
security stack. Does that Digimon's [On Deletion] effect(s)
activate?
Cyclonic Kick
Yes, both are possible.
Can I use this card when I have no Digimon to suspend an
opponent's Digimon? Can I use this card when my
opponent has no Digimon to unsuspend my own Digimon?

BT4-109

Final Zubagon Punch
Yes, it does. Even if the Digimon's original DP is less than
16000, if it becomes 16000 or greater after getting +3000
DP from this card's effect, it gains <Blocker>, <Reboot>, and
<Security Attack +1>.
No. Once the Digimon meets the conditions to gain
I use this card's effect to give one of my Digimon <Blocker>, <Blocker>, <Reboot>, and <Security Attack +1>, it keeps
them until the end of your opponent's next turn, even if its
<Reboot>, and <Security Attack +1>. If another effect
DP is reduced to 15000 or less.
reduces that Digimon to 15000 or less, does it lose
<Blocker>, <Reboot>, and <Security Attack +1>?
No, it doesn't. The Digimon must have 16000 DP at the time this
I use this card's effect to give a Digimon +3000 DP, but it
card's effect is activated for it to gain <Blocker>, <Reboot>, and
still has less than 16000 DP. If I then use another DP<Security Attack +1>.
boosting effect to raise its DP to 16000 or more, does it
gain <Blocker>, <Reboot>, and <Security Attack +1>?
Dark Roar
If you have a Digimon with [D-Brigade] in its type, you can
choose a Digimon with a play cost of 4 or less. (3 or less + 1
This card has an effect that reads, "For each of your
= 4 or less.) If you have 2 Digimon with [D-Brigade], you can
Digimon with [D-Brigade] in its type, add +1 to the
choose a play cost of 5 or less, if you have 3 Digimon it
maximum play cost of the Digimon you can choose with
becomes 6 or less, and so on.
this effect." What does this mean?
Jack Raid
If I use this card when I have 9 cards in my trash, does this No, Option cards go to the trash after their effects activate, so
card become the 10th card in my trash, allowing me to gain you still have 9 cards in your trash when the effect checks to see
how many cards there are. You don't gain 1 memory.
1 memory?
AncientGarurumon
Can I use this card's [When Attacking] effect on
Yes, you can.
[AncientGarurumon] itself?
Yes, you are required to unsuspend at least 1. If you have 2
If I have suspended Digimon that can be targeted with this or more Digimon that can be targeted with the effect in
play, you can choose to unsuspend 1 or 2 of them.
card's effect, am I required to unsuspend 1 or more of
them?
NEW
I use this card's effect to give a Digimon +3000 DP. If that
Digimon now has 16000 DP or more, does it gain
<Blocker>, <Reboot>, and <Security Attack +1>?

BT4-110

BT4-111

BT4-114

